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ABSTRACT
Interpreting the image datasets is a difﬁcult task, as each image contains a lot of irrelevant data. This paper presents a simple yet effective method to interpret the image datasets. We achieve this by using sparse oblique trees as a tool to select features from the dataset.
These trees are not only accurate but also very interpretable. The
hierarchical structure of the tree helps to visualize the underlying
patterns in the dataset. By studying the weights of the nodes, we
can determine what set of features differentiate between classes or
groups of classes. We effectively demonstrate our results in multiple
image datasets.
Index Terms— interpretability, image classiﬁcation, decision
trees
1. INTRODUCTION
In the last decade, several advancements have been made in machine
learning, especially in computer vision tasks. A lot of this success
has been attributed to deep learning, with deeper and deeper neural networks. Although a lot of this success is due to the intelligent
design of these networks, the presence of better computing devices
such as GPUs and, most importantly, the larger datasets play an important role too. Current state-of-the-art models can perform good in
terms of performance. However, they do not present any information
regarding the dataset. This leads to the many problems, a model can
learn certain biases, decreasing trust in the model. This has lead to
the development of many methods that can provide some explanation
about the model decision. These methods do provide some explanation, but they are restricted to provide information only about the
model’s prediction behavior [1, 2, 3] or what information is encoded
by model’s parameters [4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. These methods are unable to
provide information about the data itself.
We can summarize small tabular datasets, but understanding the
bigger datasets is difﬁcult. For example, in image datasets, it is challenging to understand a given class’s basic concept. Since there is
so much irrelevant information, it is hard to understand what part of
the image is important or what common concept deﬁnes a particular
category of the class. Feature selection methods (Chi-Squared [9],
Mutual Information [10], LASSO [11], and Kolmogorov-Smirnov
statistic [12]) can help to understand these datasets. However, they
leave a lot of questions unanswered. For example in classiﬁcation
task: we do not know how the classes are distributed in the input
space; is one class closer to another class, or how two classes or
group of classes differentiate with each other; or if there is any subgroups exist in a given class, if yes what is the difference them; or
the selected features are optimal for a class, or sub-group of a class,
or even a single instance?
In this work, we address these issues by using sparse oblique
trees as a tool to understand the given dataset. The hierarchicalbased structure allows us to understand the relationship between

classes, and the sparsity helps us capture only a small number of
features. For decades trees have been considered as the widely interpretable models. But these trees have been restricted to only axisaligned trees [13, 14]. This is due to the lack of better training algorithms for oblique trees. Axis-aligned trees are interpretable only for
a small dataset, but as the dataset size increases, their size grows by
a large margin, making them challenging to interpret (table: 2). On
the other side, an ensemble of these trees like random forest [15] perform well, but they are black-box [16], so they are not interpretable.
Here, we rely on a recently proposed algorithm called Tree Alternating Optimization (TAO) algorithm [17]. TAO can learn far more accurate oblique trees that remain small and very interpretable. Unlike
axis-aligned trees that operate only on a single feature at each node,
the oblique tree operates on a small, learnable subset of features.
Also, unlike traditional tree algorithms such as CART [18] or C4.5
[19], TAO monotonically decreases the objective function containing classiﬁcation error and sparsity penalty on the weights of each
node. It has been shown to outperform existing tree algorithms by a
large margin [20], and to improve forests [21, 22, 23, 24]. Counterfactual explanations can also be solved exactly for these trees
[25, 26, 27]. Finally, the stronger predictive power of sparse oblique
decision trees together with their interpretability and fast inference
makes them useful for other uses, such as in understanding deep
neural networks [28, 29] or compressing deep neural networks [30].
Next, we describe our approach to interpret the dataset using
spare oblique trees, and then we describe the dataset, and ﬁnally we
demonstrate our approach on multiple datasets for image classiﬁcation task.
2. PROPOSED APPROACH
Our approach is as follows:
1. Train a sparse oblique tree using TAO [17] and pick the sparsity parameter such that the resultant tree is as sparse as possible but remains accurate enough.
2. Use the weights of decision nodes to extract relevant features
from the dataset.
For a given input x ∈ Rd we deﬁne the decision rule at a decision node i as follows: “if wiT x + bi ≥ 0, then go to right child,
else go to the left child”, where w ∈ Rd is the weight vector of node
i and bi ∈ R is the bias. Now to extract the features we apply the
following operation:
Write w and x as w = (w0 w− w+ ) and x = (x0 x− x+ ),
where w0 = 0, w− < 0 and w+ > 0 contain the zero, negative
and positive weights in w, and x is arranged accordingly. Call S0 ,
S− and S+ the corresponding sets of indices in w. Now, if x goes to
the right, we represent the feature selected as a binary vector µ+ ∈
{0, 1}d , containing ones only at S+ . Similarly, if x goes to the left
binary vector µ− ∈ {0, 1}d , containing ones only at S− . We call
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Fig. 1. Single instance of each class in Fashion-MNIST dataset.
Model
TAO

Class(Fashion-MNIST, 784 features)
Total
T-shirt/top(0) Trouser(1) Pullover(2) Dress(3) Coat(4) Sandal(5) Shirt(6) Sneaker(7) Bag(8) Ankle boot(9)
154
166
283
153
293
155
157
299
177
163
440

TAO

0
254

1
164

2
329

Class(MNIST, 784 features)
3
4
5
6
239
290
212
224

7
260

8
293

9
201

377

TAO

0
91

1
173

2
96

Class(LeNet5 features, 800 features)
3
4
5
6
171
138
96
114

7
191

8
171

9
138

395

7
435

8
440

9
426

-

-

-

2730

7
9

-

-

14

TAO

0
352
10
422

1
444
11
419

2
572
12
439

Class(VGG16 features, 8192 features)
3
4
5
6
710
554
544
836
13
14
15
406
451
746
-

TAO

0
9

1
7

2
11

Class(Segment, 19 features)
3
4
5
11
290
8

6
8

Table 1. Number of feature selected by the sparse oblique tree for different dataset.
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1. For each decision node N ODE -F EATURES represents the
features related to left and right subtree. By using N ODE F EATURES, we can understand what set of features separate
a group of classes.
2. Features associated with a class k: for each node in the path
from the root to leaf for class k collect N ODE -F EATURES,
and at the end take logical OR of all N ODE -F EATURES. If
there is more than one leaf for class k, take the union of all
the features selected.
3. For features speciﬁc to a given an input x: Repeat the process
as above, but only for the leaf containing the input x. Next,
keep only those features that are active in the x.
We can plot these features to visualize what concept is captured
by these features.
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Fig. 2. Classiﬁcation error (training and test) and number of nodes
and of features selected by the trees as a function of λ for FashionMNIST dataset. The vertical line indicates the tree we selected as
mimick (λ = 2000).
convolution layer of the network, and each input is in R8192 space.
The ﬁnal category is the hand-crafted features; here, we use the
Segment dataset. It is as UCI [35] dataset where the instances were
drawn randomly from a database of 7 outdoor images. The images
were hand-segmented to create a classiﬁcation for every pixel, and
each input is in R19 space.
Here, we demonstrate our results in detail on Fashion-MNIST [31]
(ﬁg. 1), and summarize other datasets in the table 2 and 1.

3. DATASETS DESCRIPTION

4. EXPERIMENTS

In this work, we use three types of image datasets. The ﬁrst category is the image dataset where input features are raw pixels:
Fashion-MNIST [31] and MNIST, where each input is in R784
space. The second category is the deep neural network features. For
LeNet5 [32] features, we extract features from the last convolution
layer of a pre-trained LeNet5 trained on MNIST. Each input in this
dataset is R800 space. Next, for VGG features, we use features from
a pre-trained VGG16 [33] network trained on a subset of 16 classes
from the Imagenet dataset [34]. Again we use features from the last

For each dataset, we choose an initial tree structure for TAO of a
certain depth and random initial values for the weights at the nodes.
The decision nodes are hyperplanes, and each leaf contains a single
class label. We constructed a collection of trees over a range of sparsity parameter λ ∈ [0, ∞). From these trees, we pick the tree that
is accurate as well as sparse enough for interpretability. In table 2
we report the results of these trees. In the same table, we also report
the best accuracy, in which case the tree is deeper and less sparse.
Although, we would not use those trees for interpretability.
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Fig. 3. Tree selected to interpret the Fashion-MNIST dataset (λ = 2000). At each decision node, we show its weight vector and node index.
At each leaf, we show their index, class label, and the average of training instances reaching the leaf. We plot both the weight vector and the
average, of dimension 784, as a 28 × 28 square. Weight vectors are colored according to their sign and magnitude (positive, negative and zero
values are blue, red, and white, respectively), and averages as greyscale.
Model

Training Error

Test Error

Height

# Nodes

TAO(best)
TAO
CART

Fashion MNIST
5.88
14.11
16.84
18.08
2.14
20.88

8
5
30

211
25
9443

TAO(best)
TAO
CART

1.57
9.23
0.42

MNIST
5.26
9.58
12.26

8
6
20

177
39
6857

TAO(best)
TAO
CART

0.02
2.35
0.31

LeNet5 features
1.78
2.65
6.56

6
6
20

166
23
3165

TAO(best)
TAO
CART

VGG features
0
7.62
2.35
2.65
0.31
6.56

6
6
20

51
39
3165

Segment
3.57
5.62

6
14

27
129

TAO
CART

3.23
0.05

Decision
node # 8

Table 2. Training and test errors, and parameter for CART and
TAO on different datasets. If TAO(best) is present in a row, it represents best tree for classiﬁcation, but we do not use that tree for
interpretability.
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As mentioned above in this work, we present our approach in
detail for the fashion-MNIST dataset and summarize results for other
datasets in table 1. For the Fashion-MNIST dataset, we use the initial
tree of depth 5 (total 31 nodes), and train it over a range of sparsity
parameter λ as mentioned above. In ﬁg. 2 we show the training/test
errors as a function of sparsity parameters. Using these plots, we
pick the tree with the lowest test error (λ = 2000). In ﬁg. 3, we
show the weight vector of each decision node, and in ﬁg. 4 we show
the histogram of instances at each node.
We also trained a CART tree for each dataset, and as mentioned
earlier, as the dataset becomes complicated, the CART tree becomes
really difﬁcult to interpret due to the large number of nodes as shown
in the table: 2.
dress class

coat class

leaf # 16

leaf # 17

Fig. 5. Left: weight vector of the decision node # 8 plotted as 28×28
image. Magenta color represents negative weights (left child) and
green color represents positive weights (right child). Middle: one
instance of class dress, and blue ellipses show the location of magenta color weights in the image. Right: one instance of class coat,
and blue ellipses show the location of green color weights.
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4.1. Sub-groups in Sneakers and pullover class
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Fig. 4. Class histograms; we show the number of training instances
reaching the node and, for leaves, their label. You may need to zoom
in the plot.

Determining sub-groups within a given class is very important to
interpret the dataset. As shown in the ﬁg. 3, there exist sub-groups
within a single class. For instance, both in class sneakers and
pullover, there exist two sub-groups in each class. In class sneakers
by looking at the average image in the leaves (number 20 and 24), it
is easy to see two types of sneakers in this class. These subgroups
are different in terms of the height of the ankle part of the shoe.
Since there are so many instances, it is difﬁcult to predict this kind
of sub-groupings. However, the sparse oblique trees allow us to
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Fig. 6. Same as ﬁg. 5, but for a group of classes.
visualize these groups easily.
4.2. Difference between pair of classes or group of classes
There is a lot of irrelevant information in a given image in the image dataset, making it hard to understand what concept differentiates
two classes. So, it is very difﬁcult to summarize the difference between classes by just looking at the images. However, by examining
the weights of the two classes’ decision nodes, we can understand
what concept separates the two classes. For instance, as shown in
the ﬁg. 5 the weights of decision node number 8 clearly describe the
difference between class dress and coat. The tree mostly focuses on
the sleeves; if it is present, then it is a coat (green weights); otherwise, it is a dress. This makes sense when we look at the instance of
the dress class where most instances do not have long sleeves, unlike
to coat class where all instances have long sleeves.
Similarly, by examining the decision nodes closer to the root,
we can determine the difference between a group of classes. We
show few such examples in ﬁg. 6. As shown in the ﬁg. 3 node #
5 separates class sneaker and bag to the left side, tshirt to the right
side. The decision node separates tshirt from other two, based on the
presence of ink on the neck, as both bag and sneaker do not have ink
on that region. In the second row the decision node # 7 separates the
left group (coat and shirt) from the right group (ankle boots) in terms
of ink present at the top of the ankle boots. If the ink is present at that
location, the node sends the instance to the right child; otherwise, the
left child. In third row of the ﬁg. 6 we see one interesting example,
where the tree needs very few pixels to differentiate between two
groups: Sneaker and sandals on the left, and pullover and trouser on
the right. The node checks if the instance has collar or the belt, then
the instance goes to the right side; otherwise, if the instance has ink
at the right side of shoe then it goes to the left. These insights about

node # 2, right child

node # 5, right child

Fig. 7. Left: weight vectors of decision nodes plotted as 28×28
image. Magenta color represents negative weights (left child),
and green color represents positive weights (right child). Middle:
weights along the path from the root to leaf # 11. Right: one instance of class t-shirt, and blue ellipses show the location of weights
from the middle column in the image.
the data are difﬁcult to attain with any other classiﬁer.
4.3. Feature selection for a given instance
The proposed approach can select features that are speciﬁc to a given
instance. This way we can track what part of images is selected at
each decision node. This provides a if-else based rule for a given
prediction. Thus provide us a set-up of rules to understand what features are required for a given instances to be classiﬁed as a speciﬁc
class.
We give one such example for an instance of class t-shirt in ﬁg. 7.
As shown in the at ﬁrst node the tree focuses on the neck, left short
sleeves and the middle pixels in the image. Then for the second node
in the path (node # 2), the tree checks for the shape of the the t-shirt
to separate it from the other classes (dress, coat, pullover ). Finally,
the at node # 5 the tree use neck as the discriminatory features to
send the instance at leaf # 11.
5. CONCLUSION
In this work, we introduce sparse oblique trees as a tool to interpret
image datasets. We show that how sparse oblique trees can be used
as an accurate yet interpretable model. We also propose an approach
to use the weights of the decision nodes to explain the underlying
difference between classes, sub-group of a class, or group of classes.
Using the hierarchical structure of the oblique tree, we can extract
features that are tailored not only to class but also for speciﬁc instances.
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